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‘A wonderful community event by Bolton Interfaith Council’
‘Helps people be aware and understand our culture’
‘Helps promote interfaith work’
‘Lively welcoming and good food’
‘Good entertainment and good fun’
‘Different cultures blending together’
Busy, lively and good atmosphere’
Rich, diverse community event’
Celebrate Bolton Diversity, faiths in Bolton working together’
Great activities that cost nothing’
‘A positive event for community cohesion’
‘All the family have enjoyed today’
‘Great to see all the group working together to promote diversity in Bolton’
‘Great day out in Bolton. Loved the singing and dancing’
‘Makes people aware of my Indian culture, which is important to me and
gives me my identity.’
‘I am here to perform an expression of culture through dance and
represents Bolton and the Northwest’
‘SOB shows how Bolton has changed over the last 20/30 years. Involves all
different faith and cultures and gives us an understanding of why we are
here’
‘The more awareness there is of different faiths and cultures the better.
Nice smells coming from the food stalls and lots of smiles on people’s
faces.’
‘Creates togetherness’
Gives organisations and faith groups the chance to promote their work. The
Spirit of Bolton is nothing but positive’
‘This is my first time at SOB, I am here to watch the dancing and see the
different cultures blend’

 Truly shows the Spirit of Bolton and what the people of Bolton are all
about.’
 ‘Learn about and appreciate each others culture and work together to
make positive things happen’
 ‘I attend the SOB to support the different faith groups, organisations and
charities.’
 ‘Excellent event really makes you proud of living in Bolton.’
 ‘A lovely event for everyone. A great celebration of all faiths. Well done.’
 ‘The event is very well organised and it is a really good idea to bring all
different communities, religions and cultures together.’
 ‘A great event. Well done to the Interfaith Workers. We need more events
like this in Bolton and the Northwest.’
 ‘A really good location and set –up made it busy and a good atmosphere’

